VisionHub
VMS+

Where does VisionHub VMS+ add value?
Transportation
Transportation hubs and providers such as airports, seaports and railway operators are highly
regulated environments that rely o
 n a high level
of security and guided workflows to maintain
Take physical security to the next level.
With rising global insecurity, a growing extent of regulations and an increasing number of surveillance cameras
worldwide, demands on companies that place a premium
on their physical security intensify. All this leads to new
challenges for organisations, such as:

continuous business operations.
Higher Education
Higher education institutions have to make sure
they are safeguarding students by maintaining
a secure environment and immediatly respond
to/clarify incidents of theft and violence using

▪

How can I respond to physical security threats?

enhanced situational awareness and visualization

▪

How can I leverage information in order to create a
holistic view of incidents?

tools

To answer these questions, VisionHub VMS+ combines
the assets of an enterprise-class VMS with superior workflow support, situational awareness and m
 anagement
capabilities.

Critical Infrastructure
Nuclear Power Plants, Utility and other Energy
providers need to always maintain full operational awareness and require a holistic view of all
systems at any time.
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SAFEGUARDING YOUR WORLD
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VMS+ KEY BENEFITS
With the VMS+ approach Qognify takes video-based physical
security to the next level. Instead of just recording and
displaying video streams, VisionHub VMS+ creates a holistic
view of a situation, enabling fast and targeted responses in
order to minimize the impact of an event.

Designed to fit the challenges of
enterprise-scale organizations that
allow for aligning global process,
hardware and IT standards.

SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS
Full picture of incidents as they
happen – in real time or with
hindsight

ADVANCED
RESILIENCY
Flexible options, leveraging
the latest in hyper-converged
infrastructure technology,
reducing risk of lost video while
saving hardware cost.

SERVICE AND
SUPPORT
Deep bench of professional
service offerings throughout the
project lifecycle
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INCIDENT RESPONSE
MANAGEMENT
Actionable guidance and
collaboration throughout the
resolution process

3RD PARTY
INTEGRATIONS
Industry‘s largest library of
existing 3rd party integrations, e.g.
access control, fire or perimeter
protection.
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ENTERPRISE-CLASS
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